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fnn fu (XO+)z. 4HzO Fenrr,y
This family is composed of the triclinic group-parahopeite and anapaite; the monoclinic member phosphophyllite; and the orthorhombic
member-hopeite. The relations between the unit cells of phosphophyllite and hopeite are simple and are given in the description of the former.
Parahopeite and anapaite have very similar unit cells, their differences
being due solely to the variation in cation content. The relation between
the cells of the triclinic members and the monoclinic and orthorhombic
membersis not clear.
The addition of one or more molecules of water to each crystallizing
molecule must be accompanied by a completely new bonding arrangement, for there is no recognizablerelation between the unit cells of the
members of the various families and there is no single factor of the unit
cells which varies with the water variation. Thus it is impossible to relate
the unit cells of the various families, although there is a definite relation
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between the cell volumes and the number of water molecules.
Within this family the optics vary over a narrow range, and the optic
sign changesfrom positive to negative as the crystal system changesfrom
triclinic to monoclinic and orthorhombic symmetry systems. The hardnessvaries from about 2| in hopeite to about 3f; in parahopeite. The
specific gravity reflects the cation content and the crystal system. The
heavier ions, of course,raise the specificgravity, and the higher symmetry tends to be accompanied by a decreasein specific gravity. The cell
volumes in this family increase or decreasewith the varying ionic radii
of the cations (all of the minerals of the family being phosphates, the
anion effect is constant) and with the symmetry, the higher symmetries
being accompanied by multiple cell volumes. These multiple volumes,
when divided by the number of molecules in the unit cell are actually
larger per unit than the comparable lower symmetry cells, which is in
conformity with the occurrenceof lower densitieswith higher symmetries.
Parahopeite.The physical and chemical properties of parahopeite were
adequately describedby Spencer (1908). Spencermade no attempt to
give a thorough treatment of the crystallography, but this was done later
by Ledoux, Walker, and Wheatley (1919).L. LaForge (private communication), using the measuredanglesof these authors, calculated somervhat
different elements which were more consistent with the majority of their
measurements.LaForge's morphological values are given in Table 7'
The onJy new data developed in the present work are the results of
*-ray investigations.The value for aib, determinedby Ledoux, Walker,
and Wheatley is actually slightly closer to the oo:60value determined in
this study, but the b:c value of LaForge is decidedly closerto the boico
r-ray value than that of the other authors.
The r-ray work consisted of rotation, 0-layer-line, and 1-layer-line
pictures about c[001]and a 0-layer-linepicture about b[010].The measured specific gravity of 3.307 on 21 mg. is practically identical with the
value of 3.31 obtained by Spencer,using a pycnometer, on 889 mg.
Anapaite. The crystallography of anapaite (tamanite of Popoff, 1903)
has been treated adequately by Palache (1933). One change has been
necessitated,however, in order that the c-axis might be shorter than
either the o or b-axes,This is brought about by interchanging Palache's o
and c-axes,making his perfect cleavageo{100} the c{001} in the new
setting. The transformation from the setting of Palache to the one
adopted here is:
o o 1/ 0 1 0 / 1 0 0
The cell resulting from this transformation is strictly comparable with
that obtained by r-ray means.
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The r-ray data, using one of the crystals studied by Palache,were obtained from rotation and 0-layer-linepictures, using the three principal
directions of the lattice as rotation axes. Calculation of I, p, and v gave
almost identical values with those obtained by Palache, so his values
were used in the calculations.The calculatedspecificgravity (2.796) oI
pure Ca2Fe(PO4)2'4HrOcomparesfavorably with the measuredvalue
(2.812).
The composition of anapaite is practically the same as that of fairfieldite except for the addition of two water molecules to the simplest
molecular composition of the latter. Some similarity in other properties
might be expected,but the propertiesin generalare much more like those
of the other members of the family rather than like those of fairfieldite.
Each of the cell edgeshas been lengthened, but not uniformly. The resultant volume is 37.66cubic &ngstromsgreater,which gives the volume
of one water moleculein the structure as 18.83cubic ingstroms, which is
very closeto the averagevalue of 19 cubic ingstroms derived from Table
1. The best cleavagein both casesis c{001},and eachhas a good cleavage
parallel to D{010}.The hardnessdoesnot seemto have been affected,but
the specificgravity is notably less.There is a marked changein the optical orientation and a lowering of the indices of refraction.
Messelite.This mineral has been found in only one locality, Messel in
Ilessen, Germany, associatedwith dark, carbonaceousmaterial. Crystals
are abundant in the material, but they are highly altered and etched. A
complete morphological treatment is impossible, since there are but two
forms on the crystals, and the large one of these is highly etched on all
of the crystals. The only published work on the mineral is the originai,
short descriptionby Muthmann (1889).IIe givesthe anglebetweenthese
two forms as 42-43 degrees.My r-ray study proves the angle to be about
46 degrees;the optical goniometer measurementsare quite unreliable.
Muthmann's analysis gives 2] moleculesof water in the simplest formula. As the triclinic speciesof the chemical type have but one molecule
to the unit cell and as one-half of a molecule of water is impossible, except statistically, it seemedwise to have another analysis made on the
type material. This was done by Mr. F. A. Gonyer with the results
given in Table 8.
Gonyer's analysis gives the simplest formula as Ca2(Fe,Mg)(pO+)z
.2tHrO. This fits no better into the theory of this paper than Muthmann's formula. The small but notable differences between the two
analyses,as shown in columns I and 2, would seem to indicate the possibility of considerable variation in composition from sample to sample.
That this might well be so is indicated in the discussionwhich follows.
A powder picture of the material was almost identical with that of
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Terrn 8. Couposrrron oF MESSELTTE

PzOr
FeO
CaO
Mgo
HzO
Insol.

1.
2.
3.
4

3 7. 7 2
1 5. 6 3
31.11
12.15
1.40

38.75
t 7. 2 7
29.47
2.97
10.89
.87

99.46

100.22

I .4.)

.2728
.2404
.5255
.0737
.6050

1.000

o.s81l
r.s26h.o77
o.270)
2.218

Analysis by W. Muthmann (1889).
Analysis of messelite from Messel in Hessen Analyst, F. A. Gonyer.
Molecular proportions.
Molecular proportions with PrOs equal to 1.

collinsite, belonging to the 2HrO family, but rotation and Weissenberg
studies gave an unit cell almost identical with that of anapaite, which beIongs to the 4HzO family. On the Weissenbergpictures were many extraneous spots which did not fit into any projected reciprocal lattice pattern. The specific gravity was between that of collinsite and fairfieldite
and much higher than anapaite. The listed indices of refraction were
much too high for anapaite and somewhat too high for the fairfieldite
group.
The reason for these ambiguities lies in the extensive alteration of the
mineral. Under crossednicols no complete extinction could be obtained
due to this alteration except in very limited regions of the crystals. The
altered portions had a mean index of 1.66 to 1.67, while the unaltered
sectionshad indices comparable with those of anapaite. Thus, messelite,
as analyzed, is composed of two substances,one of which is essentially
anapaite, and the other is essentially collinsite.
According to Palache'swork on anapaite (1933),mlll\l (his setting) is
the largest form on the crystals. The angle between m(Il}) and r(101) is
45"29', which is very closeto the value of 46o determined by n-ray analysis for the angle between the two facesfound on messelite.If this correlation be correct, the axis of rotation of the messelite crystal would be
equivalent to the [1_!1]axis of anapaite. It is possible to calculate the
periodicity along [111] (Wolfe, 1937). The value obtained is 9.814 as
compared with the measured rotation value for messelite of 9.804.
When the cell edge lengths for Messelite obtained from pictures with
[111] as the rotation axis were transformed to obtain the shortest periodicities in the lattice, the following results were obtained as compared with
anapaite.
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Messelite

Anapaite

at:6'59
b o : 6' 8 1
co:5 76

6.4r
6.88
5.86

CetlVol.:232.54

n4 eA

In the crystals used for Weissenbergstudy the collinsite portions were
not oriented relative to the axis of rotation, but the anapaite parts were.
Thus, anapaite results were obtained. The extraneous spots observed on
the Weissenberg films were no doubt due to the unoriented collinsite
material. There was probably seven times as much of this as of the anapaite material, which explains the collinsite powder pictures obtained
from messelite.On a sample separated by gravity, a powder picture was
obtained which showed very faint lines which could be referred only to
anapaite.
All lines of evidence, therefore, point to the fact that messelite is a
mixture of an unaltered material, anapaite and an altered material, collinsite. Messelite, therefore, cannot be considereda mineral species.
Phosphophylli,te.This mineral, found only near Pleystein in the Oberfalz, Bavaria, has been amply described by Laubmann and Steinmetz
(1920), Steinmetz (1926), Palache and Berman (1927), and Kleber

(1e3s).
Palache and Berman chose a different orientation and unit than did
the first two authors, the transformation formulae being:
Laubmann
andSteinmetz
to P & B. l0l/010/200
Palache
andBermanto L. & S.
00llO20/201
One of the crystals studied by Palache and Berman was used for the
c-ray investigation, which verified their choice of orientation and unit.
Laubmann and Steinmetz chose a pseudo-orthorhombic cell which is
directly comparable with the orthorhombic equivalent, hopeite. Peacock
(1936) found in the caseof roselite,as I do here, that it is incorrect to
choose the lattice r4{ith the highest pseudo-symmetry if that lattice is
multiple.
In phosphophyllitethe planes (100) and (102) of Palacheand Berman
are planes of pseudosymmetry in the multiple pseudo-orthorhombic lattice of Laubmann and Steinmetz,b:ut not in the simple lattice. According
to the French school of twinning, these two planes should act as twin
planes in the crystal. The following discussionof the twinning will show
that this is the case.
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Twinning on the plane (100) has been noted by all authors working on
the mineral as being very common. In the Friedel sensethis twin law
would be a caseof twinning by pseudoreticular merohedry with an index
of 2 and an obliquity of 0"37'.
Kleber (1935) has describedan additional twin law, which I have verified and identified on type material. The twin law is actually defined by
the plane allD2l; this is not in accord with Kleber. He states that the
twin plane is normal to the c-axis, and that the twin axis is normal to
a(100). The twin plane a{ 102} is inclined 0"27' to the plane normal to
the c-axis.This resultsin a re-entrant of 0"54'between the twinned (100)
faces,which is the angle defined by Kleber.
The index of this twin is also 2, and the obliquity is 0"27'. Thus, we
seethat the two planes which are planes of pseudosymmetry in the multiple lattice do become the twin planes of the simple lattice.
Although the lattice of Laubmann and Steinmetz disclosesthe pseudosymmetry best, it is not the simplest lattice, and the indices of the forms
referred to it, as has been shown by Palache and Berman, are more complex than when referred to the simple lattice.
The Relationsof Phosphophylliteto Hopeite. The compositions of phosphophyllite and hopeite are quite similar, and some simple geometrical
relations might be expectedbetween them. Such is the case.The correlation of key forms is given below.
Phosphophyllite
100
010

Hopeite
020
001

?3; : li8
The transformation formulae are:
(1) Phosphophyllite
to Hopeite-00l/201/010
(2) Hopeiteto Phosphophy'Ilite-+;0/001/100
From the r-ray studies the angle between (100) and (001) is 59"45'.
The correlative angle in hopeite, according to the above correlations,
would be the angle between (010) and (110),which is 59o51'.This is excellent agreement. A further check on the correlation may be obtained
by transforming the elements of one lattice according to the formula to
obtain the elements of the other. If the transformed values are approximately the same as the values actually measured, the correlation is correct.
Transformation formula (1) above gives the following cell edges for
hopeite as derived from the structural lattice of phosphophyllite:
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a o : 1 0 . 4 9 , b o : 1 7. 6 8 , c o : 5 . 0 8 .
The values actually obtained for hopeite are:
a o : 1 0 . 6 4 ,b o : 1 8 . 3 2 ,c o: 5 . 0 3 .
Likewise, from (2) we obtain the following cell edge lengths for phosphophyllite as derived from hopeite:
o o : 1 0 . 5 9 ,b o : 5 . 0 3 , c o : 1 0 . 6 4 .
The values actually obtained for phosphophyllite are:
a o : 1 0 . 2 3 ,6 o: 5 . 0 8 , c o : 1 0 . 4 9 .
It is to be expected that the cleavages of the two minerals should
also be closely related. That this is true is demonstrated below.
Cleavages in
Phosphophyllite

Cleavages in
Hopeite

| 100|-perfect : {010}-perfect
{010 l-distinct:
{001 }-poor
-good
{ T02 }-distinct:
{ 100 }

The anglesbetween the three cleavagesin phosphophyllite are practically
90 degreeswithin the limits of measurement, so they are directly comparable with the three pinacoidal cleavagesof hopeite. The easeof cleavage, also, is practically the same for the equivalent faces in the two minerals.
A further relation between phosphophyllite, hopeite, and parahopeite
appears in the indices of refraction. As was pointed out earlier, there is a
definite relation of cell volume, density, and hardnessto the symmetry in
similar minerals. The higher the symmetry, the greater the cell volume
per unit molecule becomes.With this increase in volume there is a corresponding decreasein density and hardness.
It has long been known that in most substancesthe mean refractive
index is a partial function of the specific gravity. In substanceswhose
chemistry is practically identical, this is especially true. Parahopeite,
phosphophyllite, and hopeite are very similar chemically, and thus we
may expect that the physical properties will vary directly with the symmetry. This is demonstrated in Table 9, where we see the indices of refraction, 2V, the specificgravity and the hardnessincreasing as the symmetry and cell volume decrease.
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Hopeite. The relations of hopeite to other members of the family have
already been given. The principal problem in regard to hopeite is its
symmetry.
Well-developed natural crystals of hopeite, Zw(POE)z'4HzO, were
first studied by Spencer (1903) on specimensfrom Broken Hill, S.W.
Rhodesia. He figured several crystals which showed hemimorphic symmetry (Fig. 3, after Spencer), but stated that this hemimorphism was
not a regular character and intimated that the phenomenon was fortuitous.
On other crystals from the same locality Ungemach (1910) noted that
not only was the plane (010) of Spencernot a symmetry plane, as might
be inferred from Spencer'sfigures, but that (001) of Spencer was' also'
not a plane of symmetry. This led Ungemach to the conclusion that
hopeite showed monoclinic symmetry. Further study, however, convinced him that the mineral was orthorhombic in all respects,save in its
form development.He was, thus, led to postulate a "33rd crystal class,"
one which possessedbut one plane of symmetry but was orthorhombic
in all other respects. To difierentiate this class of symmetry from the
similar monoclinic classes,Ungemach chose a new setting in which the
symmetry plane became horizontal. He went further in suggesting that
a 34th symmetry class might similarly exist in the tetragonal system.
Three excellent specimensin the Harvard collection from S.W. Rhodesia were available for examination. With these I have corroborated the
work of Spencerand Ungemach as to the appearanceof the mineral, and
demonstrated that hopeite is orthorhombic-dipyramidal, as concluded
by Spencer,and does not represent a supposedly new symmetry type' as
proposed by Ungemach.
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In order to determine the symmetry, the crystals were studied morphologically, physically, and by o-ray methods. If Ungemach's analysis
of the morphology were correct, disphenoidal symmetry is mandatory.
The nature of the derivation of the 32 crystal classesexcludes the 33rd
which he postulated. Therefore, if hopeite were orthorhombic and if two
of the normal symmetry planes were absent, the symmetry class would
necessarily be disphenoidal, the third symmetry plane being only apparent or induced by twinning. That Ungemach'sdeterminative crystals, however, must have been accidents of growth is shown below.
No new forms were noted on the several crystals measured. The purpose of the morphological investigation was to fix the symmetry, and to
this end most of the crystals on the three specimenswere studied, special
attention being paid to form developmentand etching.

[4
Frc. J. Hopeite-after

F rc. 4. Hopeite

after Ungemach,

The author is in agreement with Spencer that the symmetry evinced
by the crystals is entirely irregular and fortuitous. On some the development is disphenoidal, on others, hemimorphic, and on still others, holohedral. Spencer(Fig. 3) shows the hemimorphic character of some as well
as the holohedral character of others. Ungemach (Fig. 4, after Ungemach)
depicts a crystal with but one plane of symmetry, but this is really the
exception rather than the rule.
In Fig. 5, five crystals are shown which demonstrate the lack of uniformity in development. If any one crystal were used as a basis,the symmetry might be made triclinic-pedial, orthorhombic-pyramidal, orthorhombic-disphenoidal,or orthorhombic,dipyramidal. Such irregularity of
growth must be due to the conditions existing at the time of crystallization and not to any lower symmetry of the crystals. Thus, on morphological grounds,alone,it seemsthat Spencer'sdecisionfor holohedry is correct.
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Ungemach mentioned one of Spencer'sfigures (Fig. 3-bottom right)
in which the markings of the crystal seemto indicate a twinning by merohedry. If this were truly twinning, a hemimorphic symmetry is indicated'
Ungemach did not observe a similar phenomenon. Several of the crystals
examined in this study, however, showed quadrilateral etch figures on
the same plane ((010), new setting). Due to the stepped nature of this
face, the etching was frequently interrupted, giving the impression of an
irregular suture separating the two parts of the crystal. Wherever the

Hopeite, I3roken Hill, S W Rhodesia

electrical properties with negative results. The instrument used was the
same one which demonstrated so conclusively the piezoelectric nature of
Hurlbut's (1938)parahilgardite.Thesetests were conductedin the Cruft
Research Laboratory of Harvard university by Professor Pierce, who
very graciously gave of his time and equipment for the experiment'
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These tests, though not conclusive in themselves,add weight to the conclusion that hopeite is holohedral, the irregular development being a
ha,bit variation.
The r,-ray study of hopeite included the taking of rotation, 0-layerline, and l-layerJine Weissenbergpictures about the [001] and about the
[100] axes (new setting). From these the lengths of the cell edges were
obtained: ao: I0.64, bo: 18.32,co: 5.03 A; yielding oo: D6: c6: Q.JgQg
;1
:0.2745 ; M o: 1833.0: 4 Zna(PODz.4HzO; theoretical specific gravity
:3.08.
The following spectral omissionswere noted on the photographs:
(a) 0fr1with h!1, even
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

hhl
200
0fr0
001

with
with
with
with

fr, even
lz, even
ft, even
l, even

(c), (d), and (e) are specialcasesof (a) and (b). Two spacegroups,only,
are possible: Pnma-D21,r6
or Pna-C 2,e, the first being a spacegroup of the
dipyramidal, and the secondof the pyramidal symmetry class. The first
one is correctif (010), (100)of Spencerand (001) of Ungemach,is a plane
of symmetry. This is the one plane of symmetry which Ungemach considered to be present, and, in Spencer'sfigures and in those of the author
(Fig. 3), there can be little doubt that this is a symmetry plane in the
majority of cases. Thus the spacegroup is fixed as Pnma-Dzr,r6,and the
symmetry class automatically becomesorthorhombic-dipyramidal. This
i s c o n c l u s i v ee v i d e n c e .
The axial ratio determined roentgenographicall!,asibstco:0.5808: 1
:0.2745,is approximately equal tob:3a:c of Spencer.The interchangeof
a and b is necessitatedby the requirements of the conventional orthorhombic setting in which D is greater than a. The transformation from
Spencer'sorientation to the structural orientation is: 010/300/001. Ungemach recognized the need of multiplying o by three, but, in order to
make the one plane of symmetry horizontal, he interchanged o and c of
Spencer or 6 and c of the structural lattice. The transformation from
Ungemach'sorientation to the one adopted in this paper is 010/001/100.
The relation of the transformed elements of Spencerand of Ungemach
to those obtained by *-ray analysis is given below:
b:3a:c Spencer
O.5761:l:0.2741
b:c:a
Ungemach 0 5754:l:02745
a:b:c
rc.ray
0.5808:1:0.2745
The following optical properties were obtained, using matched liquids
(measuredon the minimum deviation goniometer):

MINERALS OF THE TYPE h(XO4)z'nHzO
X:a
Y:c
Z:b

1.589
1.598
1.59

Bx (-) negative
2V:37"

These measurements were made on a single crystal which contained
both the a and p varieties of hopeite as describedby Spencer.The Weissenberg photographs showed no trace of inhomogeneity' however, and
no successful attempt was made to separate the two. Although there
seem to be two modifications of hopeite, none of the physical evidence
obtained in this investigation demonstrates the existenceof two species.
The 3.04 value for the specific gravity of hopeite obtained by Spencer
using 1.035 grams of material in a pycnometer was duplicated in this
study on a crystal weighing 0.012 grams.
Trichalcite-Cq(Asoa) z' 5HrO?' Trichalcite occurs in thin pseudohexagonal plates. Data concerning the mineral are very scarce' there being
very little recorded on the crystallography and no specific gravity. The
one analysis by R. Hermann (1858) on material from Turginsk in the
Urals shows considerabledivergencefrom the theoretical composition of
the above formula.
Some of the Turginsk material was kindly supplied for this study by
W. F. Foshagfrom the U. S. National Museum collection'
The mineral was easily recognizedbut showed little promise for fruitful research.There was not sufficient material to obtain a specificgravity.
The optical properties checked those given in the literature.
Inasmuch as the composition is not certain, it seemed advisable to
make a Weissenbergstudy to gain some idea as to the probability of the
assignedformula. The orientation of a plate for study proved difficult,
but after two attempts a crystal gave satisfactory results, which are listed
in Table 10. It was impossible to determine the spacegroup with the data
obtainable. Rotation, 0-layer-line, and l-layer-line pictures with [100]
as the axis of rotation were used in the calculations. The value for b6may
be 1 per cent in error.
It would be better perhaps to orient bo as the c-axis, since this is the
pseudohexagonalaxis of the morphology and was made c by Shannon
( 1 9 2 2 ) ,w h o o b s e r v e dt h e t h r e ef o r m s c { 0 0 1 } , D { 0 1 0 }, a n d m { 1 1 0 } ' I f t h e
be followed, the forms of Shannonmust be transconvention oI b)alc
formed by the formula 010/001/100,making them:
Shannon

Wolfe

r(001)
b(010)
m(rr})

D(010)
a(100)
d(101)
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The ever-present twinning on the old m(ll}) will, in the new orientation, be definedby the twin plane d(101). Shannonnoted that his prism
angle was about 60 degrees.Using the r-ray values, the equivalent angle
in the new orientation, (101) to (100),is 61"41+'.
Telrr 10. Dere oNTnrcrr,q.rcrrn
ao:70'34
bo:269
co: 5'57
7o:154S
3A

a n ' . b s : c r :3Q8 4 : l : 0 . 2 0 7

The cell volume is 1549.3At. The orthorhombic minerals of the chemical type have four molecules to the unit cell. If we suppose that this is
true for trichalcite, the volume per unit molecule would be 387.3 A3.
Turning to Table 1, we see that the average volume per unit molecule in
the SHrO family is only about 30943. Thus, trichalcite, with only 5H2O,
should have a smaller volume, if it is to harmonize with the theory of
this classification.As it is actually larger, it seemsreasonableto assume
that the formula given is incorrect and that it probably does not belong
to the type. Further study must await a new analysis.
Tne Ag(XO+)2.8HzO Faury
This family of minerals under the name of the aiaianitegrowp haslong
been recognizedas being inteirelated. Most of the relations are well established, and for many of the specieswithin the family, no additional
data are required.Barth (1937)has completedthe :r-ray work on vivianite, bobierrite, erythrite, and annabergite. He has also summarized most
of the pertinent data relative to the entire family.
It has been necessary,then, for the purposes of this classification, to
examine only those minerals of the family which he has not treated. These
include symplesite, kc;ttigite, and hcirnesite.All of the data concerning
the other minerals which are given in Table 11, except for Barth's r-ray
data, have been checked.
This family has long been considered to representan isomorphous
series.The discovery made during the courseof this researchthat symplesite is triclinic requires, however, that the family be considered iso-dimorphous with triclinic and monoclinrc groups.
cltoice oJ tJnit cell. Barth has shown that the morphological elements
of the family which are commonly given do not represent what he considersthe true unit cell, but this supposedunit of Barth is not in the generally acceptedorientation becauseit is body-centered.He has suggested
that the morphological elements be retained, as there is an increase in
complexity of indices when the known forms are referred to his so-called
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true cell. In giving his r-ray elements, therefore, he has retained the orientation of morphology while giving the correct cell edge lengths in that
position.
Actually, this orientation is the one that wot ld be chosenconventionalll , as it produces a face-centeredlattice. It seemswise, then, to retain
this orientation, and it also seems wise to describe the morphology in
terms of the true lattice rather than in terms of the traditional morphological lattice. The reason for this last statement is as follows. The form
ind.icesreferred to the traditional morphological unit do not reflect the
fact that the basic lattice is a centered one. Donnay (1937 and other
references)has convincingly suggestedthat the elements chosen to describe a mineral should actually portray not only the crystal class but
also the spacegroup. This is logical and especially sound in formulating
a satisfactory classification.
Inasmuch as no great complexity is introduced when the forms are referred to the base-centeredcell and inasmuch as such a reference gives
form indices which are compatible with the centered lattice, I believe
that it would be better to use the base-centeredcell for descriptive purposes in the future. The transformation, morphological lattice to basecenteredlattice, is:

100/o1o/oo+
Optical Properties.It is to be expected that members of this family will
show similar optical properties with variation compatible with the
change in cation and anion content. That this is clearly so is shown in
Table 11, the data for which have been obtained, after checking, from the
tabulations of Ulrich (1926), Larsen and Berman (193+), and Barth
(1937). The optics of kiittigite as given in Table 11 are new and will be
discussedunder that mineral.
Chemistry.The minerals of the family are arsenatesor phosphateswith
8 moleculesof water of hydration and with Fe, Ni, Co, Zn, or Mg acting
as cations. Theoretically, a considerableamount of isomorphous replacement is possible, as these ions have similar radii. Actually, but little has
been noted. This lack is probably due in part to the paucity of analyses
that have been made. At present the various minerals of the family represent almost pure members, there being but one cation listed in the formula of each.
SHzO. The crystallography of this mineral has
Symptesi,te-Fe3(AsOa)z
by
been treated
Krenner (1836). He chose a lattice and cell which were
monoclinic and directly comparable with the other members of the family. The r-ray investigation carried out in conjunction with this work,
however, demonstrates that the lattice is not monoclinic as supposedby
Krenner, but is triclinic.
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Rotation, 0-layer-Iine, and l-layer-line pictures were taken about the
long axis of a single fibrous crystal selectedfrom a radiating aggregate.
Reciprocal lattice projections of the 0Jayer-line and of the lJayer-line
pictures showed interpenetrating lattices similar to those already described for roselite, the twin plane being equivalent to the symmetry
plane of the monoclinic members. As a twin plaie cannot be a symmetry
plane, it was necessaryto conclude that the mineral was triclinic or that
the crystal was peculiarly distorted. To make sure that the latter was not
the case,an entirely new and complete Weissenbergstudy was made on
another fiber. Identical results were obtained. Thus, it must be concluded
that symplesite is triclinic. The relations between the monoclinic cell and
the triclinic cell are rather complex, as the old o{100} plane becomes
(230) in the triclinic orientation. The transformation is: monoclinic to
triclinic-

?+o/?+o/oor
The elementsof Krenner may be transformed to those of the triclinic cell
by the formula:

?+o/?+o/oo+
T h e s e e l e m e n t s :a : b : c : 0 . 7 8 0 6 : l : 0 . 6 8 1 2 , F : 1 0 7 " 1 7 ' , t r a n s f o r m e da c cording to the preceding formula, give the following values for the triclinic cell edgesas compared with those obtained by r.-ray study:
o :b :r :08604:l:0.4972
ao:b
: 1:0.5027
o:cD:0.8320
There is a decided discrepancy between the values for o obtained by
the two methods, but, as the crystals of symplesite are never very suitable for measurement, the r-ray values are probably better.
As has already been noted, twinning was first observedon the reciprocal lattice projectionso{ the c-ray pictures.An attempt was made to substantiate the :r-ray evidence by optical observations. When the flat
cleavageface {110} [(010) of the monoclinic setting] which is the twin
plane, is vertical, twinning is most easily detected. After much manipulation, a few fibers were set in that position and examined.No definite
confirmation of the twinning could be found The extinction of the fibers
in this position, however, was never complete, which may or may not be
significant. Perhaps better crystals of symplesite will be found, enabling
a check to be made on the conclusionsdrawn from the ,r-ray analysis.
The measured (3.012) and calculated (3.022) specific gravities are in
close agreement, checking the results of the r-ray study.
Vivianite. Vivianite has been thoroughly studied, and only the specific
gravity has been determined here. Specimensof the mineral from Leadville, Victoria, and Llallagua were studied and gave 2.687, 2.668, and
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2.674 respectively,with an averageof 2.676. This is somewhatlower than
2.7tL, the calculatedvalue obtained by Barth (1937) on material from
Monserrat, but, as the three localities gave values close to the average,it
seemsprobable that this average represents the best value for the mineral. The best data concerningthe mineral are summarizedin Table 11.
Annabergite.Barth (1937) has given the essentialfacts concerningannabergite,and they are included in Table 11. His calculatedvalue for the
specificgravity of material from Laurion,3.235, is much higher than the
measured specific gravity 3.07, which I obtained on material from the
same locality. This is no doubt due to the poor material with which he
was working, since there was but very poor agreement between the r-ray
and morphological axial ratios. Barth (1937) discarded the species
cabrerite, which was presumably a magnesium-bearing annabergite, on
optical grounds. According to Barth (and logically enough) the indices
of refraction of such a mixed mineral should be considerably lower than
those of the pure nickel member. As they actually were not, in spite of
analysesshowing from 6 to 9 per cent of magnesiumoxide, Barth concluded that there actually was little or no magnesiumpresent and that
there was no need to retain the species.It might be pointed out, however,
that the presence of a small amount of magnesium would materially
lower the specific gravity-enough, in fact, to explain the wide discrepancy in calculated and measured specific gravities. A reliable new
analysisof so-calledcabreriteis needed.In spite of Barth's decisionto discard the name, it seemsbest here to retain it as a varietal modifier of
annabergite,with the composition(Ni,Mg)3(AsO+)2.
SHzO.
Erythri.te.Barth's tr-ray measurementsof erythrite give what are probably the best elements,as crystals thus far observedare too poor to permit accurate measurement.No new research,except for an accurate
determination of the specific gravity, has been done here.
SinceBarth worked on erythrite from Schneeberg,the specificgravity
was determined on material from the same locality. Once more, a wide
discrepancybetweenmeasured(3.09)and calculated(3.182)valuesexist,
the reasonfor which is not apparent.
Kdttigite. The crystallography of this mineral has never been adequately described. Material for investigation from Schneebergwas
kindly loaned by Dr. F. Pough of the American Museum of Natural History. Although crystals are common, most of them are so etched and
rounded that a goniometric treatment of them is impossible.One section
of the specimen, however, carried a few unetched crystals with a habit
like that of annabergite.
A blowpipe test for zinc was positive, indicating the probability that
the mineral was ki;ttigite. Optical tests demonstrated that the mineral
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could not be erythrite, which resemblesit in color. On the other hand,
the values for the indices of refraction determined for the mineral were
in complete disagreementwith those Iisted by Larsen and Berman for
k<ittigite.Inasmuch as the zinc test was positive and since the newly determined optical properties are in agreementwith pr<lpertiesof a zinc
member of this family, as inferred from other families of this chemical
type, it seemsprobable that the identificationof the mineral as ktittigite
is correct and that the data derived from it are authentic for the species.
Five crystals were measured on the optical goniometer, the average
size of which was 0.5 mm. in largest dimension.The orientation of the
crystals was difficult, due to the poor reflectionsfrom most of the faces.
The samefive f orms were noted on all of the crystals.Thesewere D10101'
a { 1 0 0 }, m l l l \ \ , n l 2 \ I l , a n d v l 2 2 l f . A l l e x c e p tn l 2 \ l l g a v ec o n s i s t e n t
angular readings.This face,however,varied considerablyin its position,
the p angle varying between 40o and 50o approximately, while the calcuIated angle was 50o38]'.The variation is due to the considerableamount
of etching on the face. As its position most nearly approximatesthe position of (201) and as such indicesconform to the probabilitiesof form occurrence suggestedby the spacegroup and also becausethe form is a
very prominent one, it seemspermissibleand probably correct to give it
the indices suggestedabove. AII of the form indices in Table 12 are derived with referenceto the simple. base-centeredlattice.
TesLE 12 Kcirrrcrrn:

Axcr-n Tasla

Monoclinic-Prismatic
a o : b oct0 : o . 7 5 9 3: I : 0 . 3 5 3 1; 0 : 1 0 4 ' 3 0 '; p o : q s :r s : o . 4 6 5 0: 0 . 3 4 1 9: 1
r 2 t p 2 t q 2 : 2 . 9 2 5 3 : 13 6 0 3 : 1 ;p : 7 5 " 3 O ' ! L : O 4 8 0 3 ,q i , : 0 3 5 3 1 'o ' : 0 . 2 5 8 6

Forrns

,'tlz

b 010
a 100
m 770

0'00'
90 00
53 41

n 201
t 221

90 00
-4+ 49i

90'00'
90 00
90 00

0'00'
000

5038+ 3e2r+
44 52+ 5456

0'00'
9000
5341

90'00'
7530
782r+

90'00'

e0 0o
s9 s8+

36 084
s5 s0+

39 38+
60 10

s6 19

Fig rre 6 shows the typical habit of kdttigite from Schneeberg.
R o t a t i o n , 0 - l a y e r - l i n e , a n d 1 - l a y e r - l i n ep i c t u r e s w e r e t a k e n w i t h
r[001] as the axis of rotation. The rotation and 0-layer-linepictures taken
about 6[010]were rather unsatisfactory.The determination of B as listed
in Table 11 may be as much as 20 minutes in error, as neither the morphological nor the r-ray studies permitted an accurate determination.
The cell constantsderived from thesepictures are given in Table 11 and
are very similar to those of annabergite and erythrite, as is to be exDected.
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The optical properties listed for k<ittigite in Table 11 are different from
those formerly given for the species.They were measured with sodium
light.
The measuredspecificgravity (3.33) in Table 11 comparesfavorably
with the calculatedone (3.32).The hardnessconforms to earlier descriptions.
Bobierrite. No specimensof bobierrite suitable for study are available
at Harvard, but Barth has already made an r-ray study of the mineral

Frc. 6. Kdttigite from Schneeberg.

and has shown its relations to the other members of the family. previously De schulten (1903)obtained a specificgravity ol 2.r9s on artificiar
material, and Lacroix obtained 2.41 on natural material. The calculated
value obtained by Barth was 2.169.It is desirablethat a trustworthy determination for the natural material be made in order that a significant
comparison between the calculated and measuredvalues may be made.
rt will be noted that bobierrite, though directly related geometrically
and chemically to the SHzO family, belongs to a different space group
from that of the other monoclinicmembers.In fact, the spacegroup here
is the same as that of roselite, brandtite, and phosphophyllite, members
of the 2HzO and 4HzO families.The meaning of this is not clear. Strunz
and Schroeter (1939) have questioned the place of bobierrite with the
rest of the vivianite family becauseof the difierent spacegroup. That it
might well represent another group in the gHzO family is possible,but it
is certainly a member of the family. without work on better materiar, it
is impossible to be more specific concerning its place in the classification.
Hoernesite.This mineral, the arsenate analogue of bobierrite, has been
described crystallographically by zambonini (1919). The material used
was rather unsatisfactory.No other contributionshave sincebeen made.
Three attempts were made to carry out a Weissenbergstudy on some
very fine fibers of hoernesite from Joachimstal, but the crystals proved
too small to give satisfactory difiraction patterns.
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The rotation picture gave a value of 6.61 for the translation period of
the axis of rotation. This is just half of the value obtained for 6oon vivianite, annabergite, erythrite and kdttigite. The picture is faint, and it is
possible that a halving might have escaped detection. The 0-layer-line
picture, alter 32 kilowatt hours of exposure, showed but 11 reflections,
none of which was good. From these, two poor determinations for spacings, 3.14 A and 3.8 A, were obtained. If these are consideredto be some
multiple of the spacingsof o(100) and c(001) and if p be taken to be about
75' (as it is in the other members of the family), some submultiple of the
cell volume is obtained by proper multiplication. This volume proves to
be 81.6 A, which, if multiplied by four, is very similar to the averagevalue
for the family. The calculated specific gravity for such a volume is 2.82,
which is much higher than any listed values for the mineral. I obtained
2.73 on the Joachimstal material. No further refinement is possible with
the material at hand. Actually, the measurementsprobably mean little.
There is no doubt that hoernesite belongs to the 8HzO family, but the
question remains unanswered as to whether its spacegroup conforms to
that of bobierrite or to that of the other monoclinic members of the fam-

ilv.
Cowcrusron
The preceding discussion has demonstrated the important part that
water of crystallization plays in determining the properties of related
minerals. Within any chemical type, where the cation and anion content
varies only within prescribed limits, the number of water moleculespresent in the simplest {ormula is the controlling factor in the determination
of the properties of the minerals and, consequently,of the position of the
minerals in the classification
As the result of this investigation, we may conclude that hydrated
minerals should be classifiedtogether with their anhydrous analoguesin
the same type and that the properties of the minerals of any one type will
vary in some simple way with the water content in the directions indicated in this paper.
Thus, if we assume the general formula of a type to be AX.zHzO
(where A is the entire cation content and X is the entire anion content),
the type will be classifiedinto families on the basis of the change oI n in
the simplest formula. In the general type formula, n may vary between 0
and an indefinite number.
The anhydrous minerals of the type will be classifiedas a single family,
and all hydrates with different water compositions will be placed in separate families. A more detailed chemical subdivision will often be possible
within the types, but, in general, the above method of classificationseems
sound.
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It should be noted that the classification of the hydrated phosphates,
arsenates,and vanadates with their anhydrous analogues is a new departure and is counter to the recent classificationof Strunz and schroeter
(1939) and earlier classifications,which divide them into water-free and
water-containing sections.
The present paper is not the place for a complete classificationof these
compounds, but such a classification, when made, should be developed
along theselines. It is only necessaryhere that the As(XOr)z.nHzO type
be placed in its proper relation to other types containing the (XOa)
radicle as a matter of orientation in the general classification.
Three important chemical types in this category follow.
( 1 )A " B ' ( X O r ) " . n H z O
(2) 4"" (XOr)".nH:O
(3) A"
(XO)" aHzO
Type (1) includes such anhydrous minerals as the triphylite group and
such hydrous minerals as dickinsonite and fillowite. Type (2) has been
discussedin this paper. In type (3) we find, in the anhydrous family,
monazite, xenotine, and pucherite, and, in the hydrated families, the
variscite group, koninckite, and others. X-ray diffraction and other evidence indicate that these types are notably difierent.
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